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Psychological Safe Place: The aim of this FREE online 
training resource is to share ideas on actions which may 

help create psychologically safer places in 
informal and peer led groups. 

PART 2
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Ideas for creating safe spaces in peer led and 
informal groups 

The value of peer led and informal groups.
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Lets be in the room….ideas to be kind to 
ourselves, each other and the environment.
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There are several sections to this 
learning opportunity today we look at:

ü Reconnecting from the last session
ü The Value of Peer support and Informal Groups
ü How to use Vision Boards to bring your idea to life.

Future sessions include:

ü What creates the conditions for safe spaces within groups and why 
tensions can sometimes arise

ü Series of exercises to help you think through the group you are planning 
which may help make it a success.
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Let’s clarify, why we are doing this ?
ü What is the aim of our existing group/ group we are planning?
ü What is the purpose of our existing group/group we are planning?

In session one we began to explore the aims and purpose of our group, as a group today we 
will begin to capture the ideas we have for the aim and purpose of the group we are 
starting/developing further. 

An example of an Aim and Purpose could be

The Aim of our Peer Led Group is to bring people together for mutual support who 
experience a common health problem

The Purpose of our Peer Led Group is that people with a common health problem, have 
more information about their condition and have a support network of peers, which may 
help managing their condition easier.
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“People, families and communities can play a key role in 
managing their own health and wellbeing. Peer support 
involves people sharing knowledge, experience or 
practical help with each other. Many voluntary and 
community groups encourage peer support. Health and 
social care commissioners are beginning to recognise the 
potential benefits

There is evidence that peer support can help people feel 
more knowledgeable, confident and happy and less 
isolated and alone’’.

These are reasons why others have got together and started a Peer Led 
or Informal Group
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Peer Support the Voices of Lived experience 

Thank you to “Time Out For Men’”, Bristol, for sharing their story online to inspire others. 
Please pay attention to the Vision Board you will see in the video.
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Take some time in your groups to:

ü Reflect on the video presentation 
ü Discuss what you think the aim and Purpose of “Time Out For Men” 

were
ü What did you notice about the Board with the images and words on it?

Please capture your thoughts to feedback to the main group. 
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“A vision board, is a collage of images and words 
representing a person's wishes or goals, intended to 
serve as inspiration or motivation, in this instance can 
represent the combined wishes and goals of the 
participants around the Peer Led or Informal Group 
they want to establish or develop further”
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Group activity 

Let’s create a Vision Board for our Peer Led or Informal 
group

The Vision Board will use images, text, items to create a 
visual collage of what we see the aim and purpose of our 
group being, also have a story to explain what the Vision 
on the board is telling us.
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Vision Boards Feedback

ü Take time to look at each of the Vision Boards and listen to the 
explanation of what the Board is saying

ü Identify common areas across all the Boards
ü Take photos of the Boards if no one minds so you have a record of them
ü Decide if you want to dedicate a future session to combining all the 

common ideas, into one Board.

If the group collectively worked on only one Board then take time to 
discuss how people found the process and make sure everyone feels their 
contribution was included. 

From the one Board do the group now feel they have more clarity on the 
aim and purpose of their planned Peer Led or Informal Group?
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Something to reflect on for next time 

What do you think, creates the conditions for safe spaces 
within groups and why tensions can sometimes arise?


